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1. YO-YO DIETING:

Over the years for as long as you can remember, you have

been yo-yo dieting. You will be doing fantastic for a few

weeks and then boom, something  happens. You are

triggered in old feelings and thoughts and you start grabbing

the comfort foods. Then the guilt kicks in.

You do this automatically. It's like there is a conflict within

you. One part of you  is swimming in guilt and is screaming

"don't do it". But this part that comforts  you with food is too

strong. It is winning.

Learn how to find comfort in a different way.
Learn how to deal with those old feelings and
thoughts differently. Feel in control, rather than out
of control when it comes to food!



2. LACK OF CONSISTENCY:

You have such good intentions. Every day you wake up and

think "I'm going to  be good today". You will eat healthy

food all day long but once the kids are in  bed it's party

time! You may start binging on all your comfort foods.

It's like you are rewarding yourself for being good during the
day.

Learn to be consistent and have a healthy relationship to
food regardless of  what you are feeling.

Learn a new strategy that you will use every single time
you want to grab  that comfort food!

Learn how to reward yourself in healthy ways, not only
with food!

3. MINDSET:

You believe you will fail at this round of dieting. It's that

simple. You have been  down this road so many times. You

expect to fail. You expect to stay on the  diet for a few weeks.

You expect to be triggered by something. You expect to  eat

out of stress. Deep down you don't believe you are good

enough. I mean  do you really feel you deserve to succeed?

You know your mind is not doing you any favours but how
can you change your  mindset?

You can discover that your mindset is key to your weight

loss. Change your mind, change your body!

You can expect to succeed rather than fail!


